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As CMOs strive for customer experience wins and revenue results, global
marketing agencies are adding capabilities to meet these new demands.
Marketing leaders seeking a global agency for strategies and solutions
across the customer journey can use this research to guide their selection
process.

Market Definition/Description
Gartner defines global marketing agencies as service providers dedicated to building and executing
marketing strategies for global brands. These agencies bundle their strategic marketing services
with a varied array of complementary offerings to support their clients’ needs. An agency’s
particular combination of offerings and competitive strengths typically correlate to its roots as either
a traditional advertising agency, business consultancy or system integrator.

Regardless of origin, these service providers are referred to as “agencies” throughout this research.
For consideration, agencies must demonstrate comprehensive capabilities in digital transformation
initiatives, marketing services, creative and content services, technology implementation, innovation
as a service (IaaS), digital commerce capabilities, and data and analytics. They also need to exhibit
a close alignment with the cultures and marketing needs of global brands, whose leaders seek
those specific competencies when choosing a marketing service partner.

In addition to evaluating how each global agency meets current marketer needs, we assess their
ability to drive client growth by interpreting marketplace trends. We also look at their ability to
deliver transformational technologies or approaches that address marketers’ future needs.
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Figure 1. Magic Quadrant for Global Marketing Agencies

Source: Gartner (March 2019)

Vendor Strengths and Cautions

Accenture Interactive

Accenture Interactive is a Leader. Ranked by Ad Age as the world’s largest agency by revenue, it
continues to grow in part through acquisition, most recently by acquiring Meredith Xcelerated
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Marketing (MXM), a content marketing provider with recognized data and analytics expertise.
Through its strength in business consulting, marketing and technology, and its focus on customer
experience, Accenture Interactive is adept at competing with traditional, creatively led agency
competitors. Its clients include Hyundai, Aer Lingus and Subway.

Strengths

■ Strategic leadership: Accenture Interactive’s strategic services are rated a core strength by
client references. For example, its launch of programmatic advertising services, a capability
many CMOs are attempting to build in-house, demonstrates Accenture Interactive’s ability to
support CMOs’ strategic priorities. The agency also runs a highly regarded CMO peer
community across the U.S. Its Fjord design and innovation team helps clients such as a North
American telecom company innovate products and services.

■ Customer experience and commerce: Accenture Interactive continues to prove its strength in
customer experience innovation, which it combines with established digital commerce
capabilities. Its work with a fashion retailer to address in-store friction points led to an increase
in the client’s sales, and its work with Subway improved digital commerce experiences.

■ Responsiveness and resourcing: Clients praise Accenture Interactive’s ability to assemble
high-quality resources and scale to meet their needs — through its acquired agencies and its
own consulting division — to bring practical solutions to client challenges.

Cautions

■ Creative strategy and execution: Clients note that, while Accenture’s acquisitions like
Karmarama have improved the agency’s creative product, the company still lags other Leaders
in the quality of creative strategy and execution.

■ Pricing and scoping: Clients note concerns with resource overlap related to project scoping.
They also cite delays in scope of work delivery, as well as pricing complexity.

AKQA

AKQA is a Leader. Part of WPP, AKQA combines differentiating strategic insights with strong
creative to deliver branded experiences and digital transformation for global companies. AKQA’s
acquisition of Map Project Office and Universal Design Studio in 2018 further expands its product
design, architecture and physical location-based experience capabilities. AKQA’s clients include
Delta Air Lines, Sony PlayStation, IBM, Bunnings and Mayo Clinic.

Strengths

■ Experience design: AKQA differentiates itself with experience design, creating customer
experiences that span the full B2C customer journey across both digital and physical (i.e., retail)
properties. The acquisitions of Map Project Office and Universal Design Studio deepen this core
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tenet of its offering. AKQA leverages artificial intelligence (AI) and other immersive technologies
to design innovative commerce experiences, as demonstrated in its work with Nike and Verizon.

■ Innovation: Clients and industry leaders recognize AKQA for its innovation, particularly through
the application of emerging technologies such as small screens, voice, haptics and gesture.

■ Mobile capabilities: AKQA continues to lead in the mobile space and proves its client value by
delivering complex, integrated mobile solutions; the agency has served as Delta Air Lines’
mobile agency of record for a decade.

Cautions

■ B2B experiences: Marketers seeking B2B-specific experiences should be aware that AKQA
occasionally works on B2B initiatives, but its primary focus is B2C.

■ Data and analytics: AKQA’s data and analytics scores aren’t as strong as other Leaders. AKQA
clients generally report satisfaction with the agency’s data and analytics capabilities; however,
some note data and analytics specifically as an area for improvement.

Cognizant

Cognizant is a Niche Player. It continues to expand the breadth of its offerings, leveraging its strong
marketing technology heritage to deliver sophisticated martech integrations and solutions. In 2018,
it acquired the agency Mustache, known for creating original and branded content for digital and
broadcast media, adding to Cognizant’s creative capabilities. The firm’s ability to embed agile,
multidisciplinary teams allows it to quickly get prototypes into the hands of customers. Cognizant
does not share client names publicly, but they include leading brands in automotive, financial
services, retail and healthcare.

Strengths

■ Technology: Cognizant capably implements and manages complex martech solutions, serving
as a trusted services partner for leading platforms such as Adobe, Sitecore and Microsoft.

■ Content at scale: Cognizant offers its clients a comprehensive solution for developing content
at pace and at scale, from strategy to production and optimization. The firm’s acquisition of
Mustache adds considerable heft to this relatively new offering.

■ Data and analytics: Cognizant’s approach to data and analytics combines its strength in data
science with its technological expertise to understand and track customer experiences. Clients
praise the agency’s rich understanding of analytics platforms and tools.

Cautions

■ Strategic services: While clients report being satisfied with Cognizant’s strategic services,
some references note the need for a more proactive approach in its strategic thinking and
solutions recommendations. They also note some staff turnover in that area.
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■ Resourcing: Some client references note that Cognizant can be overly optimistic in terms of
timelines and may overcommit to work without proper resource allocation.

Deloitte Digital

Deloitte Digital is a Challenger. Deloitte’s traditional consulting services buttress the marketing
capabilities of Deloitte Digital, enabling the agency to deliver strategic plans rooted in business
objectives. Deloitte Digital acquired a suite of companies in 2018 — including Magnetic Media
Online, Brandfirst and ATADATA — to strengthen its AI and analytics capabilities. These acquisitions
also bolster its ability to support Salesforce and Amazon Web Services. The agency’s clients include
Instagram, National Geographic, Chipotle and Vodafone.

Strengths

■ Customer experience (CX) vision and execution: Deloitte Digital is well-suited to deliver
against its clients’ CX objectives. In 2018, the firm invested in CX talent, significantly increasing
its dedicated team of practitioners across the globe. Enhanced predictive modeling capabilities
also help power Deloitte Digital’s CX vision and value proposition.

■ Tech deployment: Deloitte Digital continues to grow and nurture its alliances with industry-
specific technology solutions, including Apple, Salesforce, Sitecore and Adobe. In 2018, the
agency also strengthened its predictive marketing capabilities to better integrate with content
marketing platforms (CMPs).

■ Business fundamentals: References praise Deloitte Digital’s deep business understanding
supported by Deloitte’s global consulting arm.

Cautions

■ Knowledge transfer during transitions: References note challenges with Deloitte Digital’s
work completion and transition process, citing internal challenges embedding and executing the
strategies developed by the agency.

■ Account management and staffing projects: Clients cite inadequate project staffing along
with account management and services as areas in need of improvement.

Digitas

Digitas, a Publicis Groupe agency, is a Leader. The agency prides itself on continuing to deliver a
full-service, holistic offering to its clients. Despite structural and management changes across
Publicis in 2018 (including the dropping of LBi from the Digitas name), Digitas remains focused on
delivering data-driven customer experiences powered by a strong technology foundation. Clients
include Whirlpool, American Express and Delta Air Lines.
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Strengths

■ Data focus: Digitas boasts a robust staff of skilled data scientists. The agency’s ability to help
clients integrate and use data from multiple sources enables clients to advance data-driven
marketing capabilities.

■ Digital media scale: Digitas demonstrates impressive digital media capabilities. Its work on
Whirlpool’s “Care Counts” campaign earned it the top spot in WARC’s annual ranking of digital/
specialist agencies for effectiveness.

■ Client service: Reference clients are highly satisfied with the agency’s level of client service,
noting that account leads are responsive, flexible and outcome-focused partners.

Cautions

■ Evolving organization: As the wider Publicis Groupe continues to evolve, marketers
considering Digitas should seek clarity from the agency to define its discrete value and how it
works together with Publicis.Sapient and other agencies in the group.

■ Global reach: Although its global footprint is expanding, more than half of Digitas’ staff and
reference clients are currently based in North America. Companies seeking an agency partner
with a broader global footprint should be aware of geographic gaps.

Epsilon Agency

Epsilon Agency is a Niche Player. Its marketing data and analytics foundation, enhanced by access
to its robust dataset, is an ongoing source of client value that fuels the agency’s strong creative and
personalization capabilities. In 2018, the agency continued to expand its capabilities beyond its
core data focus, including creative services. Clients include The Clorox Co., Dell, Google and
KeyBank.

Strengths

■ Creative services: Epsilon Agency focuses on data-driven creative execution. For its Nature’s
Way campaign, the agency developed a data roadmap to glean insights from multiple first-party
and secondary data sources to inform the creative strategy. It continues to evolve its strong
brand identity work for the San Diego Zoo based on attitudinal insights.

■ Responsive project management: Clients continue to praise Epsilon Agency’s project
management capabilities, noting the agency’s timely responses to multiple client demands.

■ Client relationships: Clients praise Epsilon Agency as a “very proactive partner” and “easy to
work with.” They also note its strong account management capabilities, reflected in the
agency’s very strong client retention rate in 2018.
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Cautions

■ Global cohesion and execution: While Epsilon Agency has 15 offices outside the U.S.,
references note that local teams struggle to execute global programs. Marketing leaders
seeking agency support in Latin America should be aware that Epsilon Agency has no presence
there.

■ Innovation: The innovation projects shared by Epsilon Agency were primarily focused on
driving marketing efficiencies, on tactical channel executions such as AR, and on chatbots such
as Actions on Google and Alexa Skills. Marketers seeking robust, transformational innovation
may not be the right fit.

Havas

Havas is a Challenger. As part of the Vivendi Village group of companies, Havas leverages a network
of digital media entertainment, data and platform partners — including Vivendi, Canal+ and
Universal Music Group — to support clients’ business objectives. The agency offers end-to-end
services for clients, from product design to customer experience and campaign design and delivery.
Its proprietary Arcadia tool offers AI-powered customer research, powering customer insight and
segmentation. Clients include RB, Puma, TDA, the Molson Coors Brewing Co., Lacoste, Starbucks
and ADP.

Strengths

■ Innovation: Havas Cognitive supports Havas’ ability to deliver managed innovation services.
The company’s 2018 investments in its Montreal-based AI innovation center and the
establishment of a blockchain communications division strengthen its innovation know-how.

■ Customer and brand insights: Homegrown Havas tools and research help brands understand
and optimize customer experience. For example, Havas’ Meaningful Brands study taps brand
perceptions of 30,000 people across 33 markets — a robust dataset.

■ Scaled CX: Havas invested heavily in CX capabilities in 2018. Powered by Arcadia, its
proprietary CX data offering, Havas supports accelerated persona development, journey
mapping and optimization.

Cautions

■ Technical integration and development: No reference clients report using Havas for
technology implementation, application development or system integration services. As clients
bring these capabilities in-house or shift to specialist providers, Havas reports weakening
demand for these services.

■ Longer-term engagements: Havas is developing a more agile operating system to scale based
on client needs, but the end-to-end nature of most Havas engagements means reference clients
are more likely to have long-term project partnerships with higher-than-average contract value.
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Huge

Huge, an agency within the IPG network, is a Visionary. With a user experience heritage and
recognized creative strengths, Huge leverages its nuanced understanding of UX and design to
deliver innovative digital products for its clients. Its approach to multichannel marketing spans
products, platforms, physical spaces and communications. Its clients include Zelle, Quicken Loans,
SK-II (P&G), McDonald’s, Fiat Chrysler Automobiles (FCA) and Google.

Strengths

■ Creative execution: Reference clients continue to rate Huge highly for its creative capabilities.
Through culturally relevant work, such as a campaign for Zelle featuring Daveed Diggs (of
Hamilton fame) voiced solely in couplets, Huge demonstrates an ability to balance humor and
cultural relevance.

■ Innovation: Huge invested heavily in innovation in 2018, notably in its own live retail test lab.
Sample work includes pop-up retail experiences in Singapore, Japan and China for P&G’s
cosmetics brand SK-II. The pop-up stores used facial recognition, smart sensors and computer
vision technology to provide next-generation skin care counseling.

■ Digital transformation: Huge has a history of designing and implementing novel strategies for
clients facing disruption. It led skin care and beauty manufacturer SK-II through both a brand
and a digital transformation, helping it evolve from a product-based to an experience-based
brand.

Cautions

■ Account management: Client references rated Huge lower than Leaders for account
management and level of responsiveness.

■ Global footprint: Huge effectively supports enterprise clients worldwide, but over three-
quarters of its staff reside in North America.

IBM iX

IBM iX is a Leader. The agency positions itself at the intersection of strategy, design and technology,
with a focus on helping CMOs navigate business transformation using its proprietary planning and
design framework. IBM iX’s background in data and technology enables it to deliver brand
experiences for global clients. Clients include DSW, Medtronic and Volkswagen.

Strengths

■ Innovation: IBM iX clients can tap into the IBM Garage, which offers enterprise clients a scaled
program to leverage talent from across the agency while developing their internal skills. The
Garage offering utilizes enterprise design thinking, DevOps and agile methodologies to
accelerate the innovation process.
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■ Enterprisewide credibility: IBM iX’s offerings provide deep marketing insights, steeled by
IBM’s strong internal reputation within its enterprise client base. This vital combination further
strengthens agency value, enhancing IBM iX’s credibility beyond the scope of marketing and
helping marketing leaders drive change across the organization.

■ Technology credentials: IBM Watson capabilities help strengthen IBM iX’s offerings. For
example, the Sugar.IQ personal diabetes assistant delivered for Medtronic leverages Watson to
help patients manage diabetes. It also has partnerships with marketing technology providers
Adobe, Sitecore, Salesforce and others.

Cautions

■ Strategic versus executional focus: IBM iX clients rely on the agency’s ability to deliver
strategic initiatives and large-scale transformation programs more than scalable marketing
communications campaigns. Marketing teams seeking smaller-scale campaign ideation,
execution and optimization may be better-served by another agency.

■ Creative capabilities: IBM iX reports growing demand for its creative services. However, it
scores below average among other Leaders evaluated in this research.

iCrossing

iCrossing is a Leader. Part of Hearst, iCrossing offers a digital-first approach to media, web
development, creative and social content that, where applicable, can be reinforced by Hearst’s
editorial, content and data expertise. A legacy of its origins as a search marketing agency, iCrossing
grounds its approach in data and insights, and maintains an undivided focus on delivering business
results for clients. The firm’s access to Hearst data helps propel its audience-first approach. Its
proprietary customer data tool built on top of Adobe Audience Manager makes vast amounts of
customer data accessible to clients. Clients include Bridgestone, L’Oréal, Toyota Motor Corp., MFS,
DIRECTV and the NBA.

Strengths

■ Performance marketing: iCrossing’s history as a search and paid media agency give it a firm
foundation in tracking and optimizing digital initiatives. Performance marketing, especially SEO
and paid search, continues to be a core strength.

■ Media and content marketing: iCrossing’s connection to Hearst provides unique access to
resources available through the Hearst publishing ecosystem, including media networks and a
broad network of editors and content experts. iCrossing leverages the strength of its SEO
practice to optimize content for voice-to-screen and voice-to-voice technology.

■ Collaboration and leadership: Clients identify iCrossing’s collaborative approach as a
particular strength and appreciate the tone it sets through its cooperative leadership of other
client agencies.
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Cautions

■ Latin America: Marketers with significant needs in Latin America should be aware that the
agency has thinner staff resources in that region. Clients note a lack of integration between its
offerings in Brazil and the rest of Latin America.

■ Staffing consistency: While reference clients give iCrossing sound scores for account
management and excellent scores for responsiveness, some noted challenges with staffing
turnover.

Isobar

Isobar, a member of the Dentsu Aegis Network, is a Leader. With a legacy in strategy development,
customer experience and large-scale platform solutions, Isobar brings expertise in design thinking
and enterprise technologies to its client partnerships. Isobar acquired DEG at the end of 2018,
adding to its strength in digital commerce solutions. Isobar clients include Enterprise Rent-A-Car,
General Motors, KFC China, Tivity Health (SilverSneakers), Blue Cross Blue Shield, Adidas and the
United States Air Force.

Strengths

■ Customer insight: Customer insight was a major focus of Isobar in 2018. Patented tools such
as MindSight, which measures users’ unconscious emotional responses, and Neurolab, which
measures biometrics, can help clients link human motivations to purchasing behaviors.

■ Innovation: Isobar nurtures a culture of innovation through its strength in digital product
development and global NowLab initiative, which includes 21 physical lab spaces around the
world. In 2018, Isobar formalized its innovation approach as a service to help clients improve
innovation practices within their own organizations.

■ Account management: Clients give Isobar high scores for account management and
collaboration. They specifically praise Isobar’s ability to collaborate across external agencies
and historically siloed business units.

Cautions

■ Data and analytics: While Isobar clients generally report satisfaction with the agency’s data
and analytics capabilities, Isobar’s ratings for this capability are slightly lower than other
Leaders in this category.

■ Market visibility: In North America, Isobar lacks the brand awareness of others in the Leader
category, deriving only a fifth of its revenue from this region. Marketers with a heavy focus in
North America may need to educate project stakeholders about Isobar during agency
evaluations.
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Merkle

Merkle is a Challenger. As part of the Dentsu Aegis Network, it has a global presence and growing
APAC focus. It supports clients across the Dentsu Aegis network with data-driven creative and CRM
expertise, and its M1 data platform is a core asset. In 2018, Merkle acquired full-service agencies
Namics to enhance its Swiss and German presence and Amicus Digital to enhance its Australian
presence. Clients include Adobe, Jaguar/Land Rover USA and United Airlines.

Strengths

■ Data-driven creative at scale: Merkle uses its own data together with client and third-party
data to inform content and target audiences at scale — a capability proven across 36
distributed teams at one technology client. Merkle’s focus on attribution helps ensure creative
investments deliver measurable business results.

■ Data and media expertise: Merkle’s M1 tool is a key agency differentiator that’s been rolled out
across Dentsu Aegis. The platform enables customer identification at the individual level, and it
integrates with multiple media analytics and third-party data and media tools. Merkle dedicates
a sizable staff to its data and media business.

■ Diverse client base: The agency’s client base includes enterprise and midsize clients across
multiple vertical industries, including retail, CPG, financial services, high tech, healthcare and
nonprofit organizations, making it a good fit for marketers in smaller organizations. It has
significant B2B experience.

Cautions

■ Branding: Merkle’s data-driven focus may not be a good fit for marketers seeking high-impact
branding work. In the case of United Airlines, for example, Merkle partners with sister agency
McGarryBowen to personalize brand work across audiences and channels.

■ Business transformation: Merkle doesn’t offer the depth of business consulting and innovation
capabilities provided by Leaders evaluated in this research.

Mirum

Mirum, now a Wunderman Thompson agency (part of WPP), is a Visionary. Drawing on its digital
marketing heritage, Mirum’s growth and rising marketplace visibility justify its status as a stand-
alone brand within the WPP consortium. Mirum remains strong in the areas of business
transformation, experience design and digital commerce. The agency boasts a portfolio of nonprofit
work spanning multiple continents. Clients include 3M, Shell, Mastercard, Unilever and Verizon.

Strengths

■ Strategic services: References praise Mirum as a scrappy strategic partner that’s “always
looking to deliver more than expected.” Agency teams immerse themselves in clients’
businesses to develop their market understanding. Mirum’s ability to connect brand- and
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performance-oriented goals stems from its focus on solving business challenges and delivering
unified customer experiences.

■ Planning and workflow: Mirum’s proprietary methodology offers clients such as Qualcomm
nine codified workstreams in areas such as UX, site architecture and channel purchase to help
them evolve.

■ Agility and collaboration: Reference clients cite Mirum’s ability to respond quickly to market
shifts, collaborate across teams and deliver against objectives.

Cautions

■ Staff turnover and resources: Some client references note high turnover at Mirum, a perceived
impact of Wunderman’s merger with J. Walter Thompson in November 2018. References also
note a lack of communication from Mirum as teams and resources change.

■ Data and analytics: Mirum’s data and analytics capabilities, while growing, are comparatively
smaller than the Leaders in this evaluation.

MRM//McCann

MRM//McCann, a McCann Worldgroup agency (part of Interpublic Group), is a Leader. In 2018, the
agency deepened its focus on the delivery of customer insights by strengthening its “collective
intelligence” process, an approach that applies cross-industry insights to client challenges. Its
innovation and commerce services advancements, and its ability to embed staff on-site at client
organizations, make MRM//McCann a viable competitor to traditional management consultancies.
Clients include General Motors, GSK, Nike, Crystal Cruises and Microsoft.

Strengths

■ Acxiom acquisition: In 2018, Interpublic Group acquired Acxiom Marketing Solutions.
Interpublic’s alignment of Acxiom and MRM//McCann, including the InfoBase consumer
database, enables MRM//McCann to enhance its people-based marketing capabilities and
better-compete against data-focused agencies.

■ Insights and innovation: MRM//McCann’s strength lay in discovering and understanding
complex customer journeys via its relationship mapping capability. This capability, combined
with its ability to connect insights from across industries and geographies, helps complex
organizations work more efficiently and collaboratively at a global scale. For example, the
agency’s Lab13 delivers new product ideas for leading-edge marketers, further demonstrating
MRM//McCann’s strength in this area.

■ Creative: MRM//McCann’s ability to deliver compelling creative founded on customer insights
further differentiates its innovation capabilities. Clients give the agency high marks for creative,
stating that its ability to deliver insights to inform creative drives results that exceed
expectations.
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Cautions

■ Enterprise structure: Almost 90% of MRM//McCann’s clients employ more than 10,000
people. It may not be a strong fit for midsize or smaller companies.

■ Data and analytics: Although the agency earned sound scores from reference clients for its
data and analytics capabilities, the agency was not as highly rated as other Leaders in this area.

Ogilvy

Ogilvy, part of WPP, is a Leader. In 2018, the agency launched a major “refounding” of its brand,
including a new brand identity and organizational design aimed at simplifying client relationships.
Ogilvy Consulting (formerly OgilvyRED) focuses on digital transformation as a core capability,
combining it with the creative dexterity that distinguishes Ogilvy. The firm creates global digital
experiences for clients such as Nestlé, IBM, British Airways, Royal Philips and Samsung.

Strengths

■ Creative: Ogilvy remains focused on creative ideation and execution as its primary
differentiator. The firm combines its consumer insight heritage with a data-driven approach to
identifying digital opportunities. Its work for Gerber included a text-based personal advisor for a
target audience of new mothers.

■ Global effectiveness: Ogilvy supports a worldwide network of creative talent, technology and
data assets. Its Connect platform facilitates collaboration across offices to align resources to
opportunities. Ogilvy’s work for Nestlé included the launch of personalized consumer
experiences in over 60 global markets.

■ Content development: Ogilvy partners with clients on content development, from strategy to
distribution and optimization. It can create custom solutions, including the development of client
content studios that are either insourced to clients or run by Ogilvy with dedicated teams. The
agency is particularly adept at global and local content governance.

Cautions

■ Account and project management: Account management and overall satisfaction are two
areas where reference clients continue to give the firm lower marks than other Leaders in this
research.

■ Enterprise-level clients: Ogilvy typically partners with multinational enterprise clients across
B2B and B2C business models. The agency may not be a good match for smaller brands or
projects.

PwC Digital Services

PwC Digital Services is a Challenger. It ranks behind only Accenture Interactive in revenue, making it
the second-largest global consolidated agency network and the seventh largest agency in the U.S.,
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according to Ad Age. The company excels at business consulting, customer experience and
technology deployments. Clients include FCCI Insurance Group, Hire Heroes USA and Pernod
Ricard.

Strengths

■ CX focus: PwC Digital Services has noted capabilities in customer experience — a key CMO
priority. Its parent, PwC, was named a Leader in Gartner’s 2019 Magic Quadrant for CRM and
Customer Experience Implementation Services, Worldwide. These strengths enable PwC Digital
Services to envision and execute transformative CX, as it did with success for the Swedish
Railway Co.

■ Culture: Ad Age named PwC Digital Services one of the best places to work in advertising and
media, and Forbes named parent company PwC one of America’s best employers for diversity
in 2018. In a recruiting environment that challenges many traditional agencies, PwC Digital
Services’ culture of collaboration attracts top talent, and clients voice their appreciation for it.

■ Workforce transformation: Many traditional agencies now seek to address their clients’
organizational barriers to digital innovation. PwC Digital Services has an advantage; its Digital
Fitness app allows clients to assess their teams’ digital acumen and creates tailored learning
plans to address gaps.

Cautions

■ Business transformation priority: PwC Digital Services approaches client engagements from a
deep business transformation perspective. Organizations seeking stand-alone, marketing-only
engagements may not be a good fit.

■ Price: Clients have noted high costs and view PwC Digital Services as a “premium” priced
provider, acknowledging it delivers value for the investment.

RAPP

RAPP, a Challenger, is part of Omnicom Group. RAPP has strong performance marketing
capabilities born from its direct marketing and CRM agency heritage. As part of Omnicom’s
Precision Marketing Group agencies, RAPP leverages connected digital, data and CRM resources.
Clients include Toyota Motor Corp., Burberry, Virgin Media and Lufthansa.

Strengths

■ Performance marketing and CRM effectiveness: RAPP identifies opportunities within
customer journeys to strategize and deliver marketing communications that impact business
metrics. Its work is notable in its measurable business results, from improving vehicle
repurchase rates for an automotive client to driving incremental revenue and bolstering retention
for others.

■ Client collaboration and responsiveness: Client references gave high marks to RAPP for the
depth of its collaboration with their organizations and with other agency partners. They noted
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that the agency is highly responsive and flexible, and works well across internal and external
stakeholders.

■ Dynamic content delivery: Through its ADZU marketing resource management and dynamic
content delivery platform, RAPP helps clients improve the speed, efficiency and brand
compliance of dynamic messaging across multiple channels. ADZU, still evolving 13 years after
its launch, is credited with driving new business across the Omnicom network.

Cautions

■ Small APAC presence: The agency has a small but growing presence in Asia, with just 100
employees in the region. Marketers with significant needs in that region should assess RAPP’s
ability to support them.

■ Digital business transformation: RAPP focuses on delivering performance marketing
initiatives, and works with Omnicom’s TLGG, which recently expanded to the U.S, to deliver
digital transformation work. Companies seeking robust business transformation may find more
scaled global capabilities in market Leaders.

R/GA

R/GA (part of Interpublic), a Leader, offers a rich combination of agency and business consulting
services. The firm’s venture capital arm enables R/GA to leverage emerging technologies for added
client value while also advancing its own vested interests. In 2018, R/GA created the Global Sports
Venture Studio with key sports league sponsors including Major League Baseball, Major League
Soccer, National Hockey League and UEFA. This venture and unique subscription model exemplifies
the company’s focus on continuous innovation and transformation. Current clients include
Samsung, Verizon, Google, Nike and Uber.

Strengths

■ Creative services and media: R/GA remains a consistent leader in the areas of creative and
media capabilities and execution. The agency’s work for the Jordan brand on the A/R Jordan
athletic shoe campaign earned the agency six Cannes Lion awards.

■ Business penetration: References praise R/GA teams for their ability to embed within internal
client organizations despite complex market demands and myriad business hurdles.

■ Insights into emerging trends: R/GA’s venture capital group is a key differentiator, giving the
company access to emerging trends and technologies. This access directly impacts clients’
speed to market and innovation capabilities, and earns R/GA top scores from reference clients
in the areas of transformation and innovation.
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Cautions

■ Internal team collaboration and communication: References continue to note issues with
communication outside of broader strategy engagements. Clients want more frequent reporting
and communication with internal teams.

■ Cost: References cite cost as a negative factor. The company tailors pricing for large, complex
projects at global scale. As a result, R/GA may not be a good fit for market-specific projects or
midsize organizations.

VMLY&R

VMLY&R (formerly VML) is a Leader. Part of WPP, the agency’s focus is on creating connected brand
experiences enabled by industry recognized creative, strong CX technology stack, and global hubs.
It continues to expand its global footprint organically — through its recent merger and by leveraging
its capabilities, particularly in commerce and innovation. VMLY&R clients include Ford Motor Co.,
New Balance, Wendy’s, Danone, Dell and Pfizer.

Strengths

■ Rapid innovation capabilities: VMLY&R continues to deliver on innovation mandates through a
network of global hubs, its innovation-as-a-service offering and pop-ups in areas such as
behavioral science. VMLY&R’s ability to accelerate data-driven innovation remains a key
strength, helping clients identify and act on immediate marketing opportunities.

■ Strategic services: Clients appreciate VMLY&R’s deep understanding of their business and its
ability to integrate insights into marketing initiatives. Its healthcare practice, which consists of
more than 25 healthcare brands, is a core competency.

■ Collaboration and flexibility: Clients praise VMLY&R’s agility, which spurs marketing
adjustments based on business and consumer shifts. Reference clients rate the agency high on
communication and collaboration.

Cautions

■ Timeliness in execution: Some reference clients cited project delays and missed deadlines as
a challenge with VMLY&R.

■ Creative delivery: Some references say VMLY&R’s creative delivery can be inconsistent but
report optimism over the newly combined agencies’ creative expertise.

Wunderman Thompson

Wunderman Thompson is a Leader and part of the WPP network. Wunderman absorbed Possible in
2017 and will integrate with J. Walter Thompson (JWT) to become Wunderman Thompson in 2019.
The combined agency supports global clients across creative, data, commerce, consulting and
technology services. Wunderman Thompson supports clients such as Shell, HSBC, H&M Group,
Nestlé and Amazon.
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Strengths

■ On-site agency offering: The agency introduced Wunderman Inside in 2018, a new operating
model to provide on-site support for clients. This new practice is an extension of a model
Wunderman developed with clients including Best Buy, News UK and Sainsbury’s.

■ Digital commerce capabilities: Wunderman Commerce supports brands from strategy through
execution across a range of commerce platforms. Its acquisition of 2Sales, a digital commerce
agency that builds commerce capabilities for brands on Amazon and other digital marketplaces,
complements its 2017 acquisition of Salmon and strengthens this capability.

■ Client recommendations: When we asked reference clients for their willingness to recommend
an agency, Wunderman Thompson achieved the highest scores in that category across all
Leaders in this research.

Cautions

■ New structure: Prospective clients should be aware of impending structural and managerial
impacts from Wunderman’s merger with JWT.

■ Global coordination: Wunderman’s reference clients engaged the agency globally; however,
they scored the agency below average for global capabilities, noting potential gaps in
collaboration between regional agency offices.

Vendors Added and Dropped

We review and adjust our inclusion criteria for Magic Quadrants as markets change. As a result of
these adjustments, the mix of vendors in any Magic Quadrant may change over time. A vendor’s
appearance in a Magic Quadrant one year and not the next does not necessarily indicate that we
have changed our opinion of that vendor. It may be a reflection of a change in the market and,
therefore, changed evaluation criteria, or of a change of focus by that vendor.

Added

RAPP was added. It meets all inclusion criteria and is the 13th largest global digital agency network,
per Ad Age’s Agency Report 2018.

Dropped

Proximity was dropped from this research as it does not play a direct competitive role in this market.

SapientRazorfish was dropped from this research as the agency has been folded into the broader
Publicis.Sapient platform. Publicis.Sapient is now directing agency opportunities to Publicis agency
Digitas.
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Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
To qualify for inclusion in this Magic Quadrant, vendors must meet the following criteria:

■ Revenue: Providers in this evaluation must have a global annual revenue of at least $175 million
for digital marketing services.

■ Core business: Service providers in this evaluation include consultancies, agencies and system
integrators. These service providers are focused on strategizing, creating, distributing and
measuring customer-facing digital experiences across the customer journey. They create and
manage digital experiences that drive awareness, consideration, conversion and advocacy
across all digital channels. As such, providers serve as the primary strategic partner, lead
agency or digital agency of record for at least three enterprise clients.

■ Full-service provider: Providers in this evaluation must offer the following critical capabilities:
strategic services (business, marketing and/or brand strategy), content development and
creative services, technology implementation, and measurement and analytics. Agencies under
consideration must demonstrate a comprehensive track record delivering these capabilities to
their clients across paid, owned and earned digital media, including website, social media,
email, mobile, paid search and digital advertising channels.

■ Global reach: Providers in this evaluation must have a global reach. They must have developed
communications solutions to engage audiences in at least three global regions, with resources
and staffing on the ground in those regions.

■ A minimum of 10 new clients: Providers in this evaluation must have acquired at least 10 new
clients in the past 12 months (which may include new engagements within a different business
unit of an existing client). Client acquisition costs in this sector are high, with long sales cycles,
and the ability to grow business in an existing account is a bellwether of success.

Agencies to Watch

As much as marketing agencies with management consulting roots — such as PwC Digital
Services, Deloitte Digital and Accenture Interactive — have made a major impact on the agency
landscape, technology-focused consultancies and system integrators are poised to do the same.
Three worth watching are:

■ Capgemini Invent — In 2018, Capgemini acquired customer engagement company LiquidHub,
marketing consulting firm June 21 and full-service agency Doing. These acquisitions, combined
with recent acquisitions of innovation consultancy Fahrenheit 212 and creative agencies Idean,
Adaptive Lab and Backelite, make clear Capgemini’s aspirations for its Invent brand to compete
directly against agencies.

■ TCS Interactive — This agency, part of Tata Consultancy Services, has made inroads into the
agency space with the acquisition of W12 Studios, a U.K. design firm, which strengthens its
array of design and experience services. While the company’s ability to scale creative
capabilities is still evolving, TCS Interactive’s strength in CRM technology, digital commerce and
marketing gives it a solid foundation on which to compete with agencies.
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■ Wipro Digital — The agency’s core strengths in CX strategy, business consulting and
technology, coupled with its investments in design services such as Designit, position Wipro
Digital well to make an entry into the global marketing agencies market. It employs over 1,000
creative associates, which, combined with over 32,000 engineers, allows the company to help
clients not only market products, but also to create them.

Evaluation Criteria

Ability to Execute

Gartner analysts evaluate agencies on the quality and efficacy of the people, processes, methods
and tools needed to deliver value to marketing leaders. Analysts also consider the ability of these
processes and systems to positively impact revenue, retention and reputation within Gartner’s view
of the market.

Table 1. Ability to Execute Evaluation Criteria

Evaluation Criteria Weighting

Product or Service High

Overall Viability Medium

Sales Execution/Pricing Medium

Market Responsiveness/Record High

Marketing Execution High

Customer Experience High

Operations High

Source: Gartner (March 2019)

Completeness of Vision

Gartner analysts evaluate vendors on their vision of marketing strategy and execution. This includes
current and future market direction, innovation, customer needs, and competitive forces, and how
well they map to Gartner’s view of the market.
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Table 2. Completeness of Vision Evaluation Criteria

Evaluation Criteria Weighting

Market Understanding High

Marketing Strategy Medium

Sales Strategy Low

Offering (Product) Strategy High

Business Model High

Vertical/Industry Strategy Medium

Innovation High

Geographic Strategy Medium

Source: Gartner (March 2019)

Quadrant Descriptions

Leaders

Leaders possess deep, broad capabilities across all competencies, most notably related to strategic
services (which include business strategy and digital business transformation skills). Leaders
implement comprehensive, effective solutions that leverage sizable investments in creative talent
and marketing technology. They invest their own R&D dollars to set market direction. As a result,
Leaders are the providers to watch in the ongoing evolution and transformation of marketing in a
digital world.

Leaders maintain a viable business, regardless of the global economy. Leaders extend their client
relationships far beyond marketing promotions, often appearing on competitive bids outside their
primary sector (for example, management consulting, product ideation and product development
requests for quotations). Leaders help their clients develop digital marketing platforms designed for
systemic growth and scale; they do so by harnessing their own significant expertise implementing
digital marketing programs driven by data and analytics.

Challengers

Challengers have a proven ability to execute their current offering but haven’t yet executed a digital
marketing vision on the scale of the Leaders. Challengers can become Leaders if their vision
develops and they implement client engagements that move the market forward. As such, it’s not
uncommon for large end-user clients to move their engagements between Challengers and Leaders
as their needs shift from management consulting to product ideation to promotional plan execution.
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Challengers deliver exceptional work, but tend toward reticence with regard to pushing clients to
take business risks (as opposed to promotional risks). Whereas Leaders aren’t afraid to challenge
clients to move out of their comfort zone, Challengers are less likely to do so. Challengers may have
a global staffing model in progress that is still in need of refinement. With strategic services typically
embedded in marketing and promotional tactics, Challengers often lack the kind of consulting
power in which the Leaders have invested. This is evidenced by Leaders’ recruitment of business
strategists from top management consulting firms to address digital business transformation.

Visionaries

Visionaries align with the market’s evolution, but lack a proven depth and breadth of services — or a
demonstrated execution of their marketing vision through deeper client engagements. Visionaries
are often strong in creative services, UX, search, analytics and performance. While Visionaries have
a robust portfolio of skills, they apply resources and talents to brand- and identity-building,
marketing promotions, advertising or public relations. Many lack the business strategy expertise we
find among the Leaders.

Visionaries often introduce new technology, services or business models, but without the solid
financial strength, service and support — or more sophisticated sales models and partner/alliance
programs — required for ongoing client benefit or viability. Visionaries can become Challengers or
Leaders provided they increase the breadth and depth of their service offering beyond promotional
marketing.

Niche Players

Niche Players may demonstrate proven prowess in a specific market segment; that, or they have
limited ability to innovate or outperform other providers. Some Niche Players focus on a particular
marketing function or geographic region. They may be choosing to maintain what they do well to
avoid the risk-taking attributes of Visionaries and/or Leaders. Niche Players are often new market
entrants. They also can be organizations opting to focus on a core set of offerings. Alternatively,
they may be struggling to acquire clients seeking providers with leadership or visionary qualities.
Niche Players, because of a more limited view of marketing, typically excel at their core
competency. They have adequate functionality, limited implementation and support capabilities, and
a relatively limited customer base compared to Leaders, Challengers and Visionaries.

Context
This Magic Quadrant analyzes marketing agencies, consultancies and system integrators that
compete on the global stage. Agencies were evaluated on how well they are executing their vision
for digital marketing through primary and secondary research, including client references.
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Market Overview

Agencies Adapt to Serve the Multipurpose CMO

Global marketing agencies continue to face volatility. Factors such as the CMO’s focus on in-
housing, media transparency fallouts and industry frustrations with holding company inefficiencies
all drive ongoing agency transformation. But the most influential factor spurring global agency
upheaval comes directly from the top — CMO clients themselves. CMOs are becoming more
sophisticated with increasingly diverse and revenue-focused goals, heightening agency pressures to
deliver.

CMOs are under rising pressure to lead on multiple fronts, including customer experience, revenue
generation, product and service innovation, and even employee experience. As the CMO’s remit
grows, so does the demand for agency partners that can meet those needs. Agencies are
responding by broadening their capabilities — from customer experience, to data and analytics, to
business transformation — to stay relevant.

Our 2018-2019 CMO Spend Survey revealed that marketers planned to slightly reduce agency
budget allocations to 23% of overall marketing spend, down from 24% in 2017 (see “CMO Spend
Survey 2018-2019: Marketers Proceed Into Uncharted Waters With Confidence”). As CMOs seek to
shorten the distance between their data assets and marketing delivery, they’re weighing the
alternatives, such as building (or boosting) in-house agency resources. But they still recognize the
value agencies bring, such as filling critical skills gaps and providing superior creative strategy and
execution. Despite ongoing doom and gloom surrounding agency business disruption, CMOs plan
to maintain or increase their reliance on agencies in the coming years (see “How to Manage Your
Marketing Agency Portfolio Effectively”).

The fact remains that selecting an agency partner is one of the most consequential decisions a
CMO will make. CMOs are increasingly the first to go when growth results aren’t hit; conversely,
successful ones may be elevated to CEO when results are on target. An effective agency
partnership can make the difference between the former and the latter.

Fortunately, marketers have a plethora of strong agencies from which to choose, as witnessed by
the multitude of Leaders in this Magic Quadrant. Beyond the Leaders, Challengers, Visionaries and
Niche Players we evaluated, which serve large enterprise clients primarily, the market offers
exceptional capabilities for marketing organizations of every size. In particular, small and midsize
agencies not profiled here can play a vital role, be it to fill skills gaps for smaller teams or help
enterprise teams respond faster to changing market forces.

This and other Gartner research can guide your selection. Smaller and midsize organizations may
not have the marketing scale and scope — nor the budget — to fit one of the 20 agencies profiled
here. However, our method for evaluating these industry heavyweights can be instructional for
marketers appraising agencies of every size.
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Two Preferred Approaches: Digital Transformation Versus Performance Marketing

Creatively led “traditional” agencies were largely blindsided when consultancies like Accenture,
PwC and Deloitte began siphoning away their marketing communications clients. These
consultancies, already entrenched in other parts of the C-suite, could bring a deeper business
acumen to the marketing organization, along with product and service innovation, industry expertise
and a keen understanding of organizational dynamics.

Many traditional agencies addressed this threat by embracing digital transformation as a core
competency, resulting in their own transformation. For example, Publicis combined
SapientRazorfish and Sapient Consulting into Publicis.Sapient to enhance its digital transformation
capabilities. Similarly, Ogilvy’s “refounding” last year combines its legacy creative strengths with the
business savvy of Ogilvy Consulting. As for the traditional consultancies, they continue to
supplement their business savvy with marcom services, such as Accenture Interactive did by
purchasing content marketing provider MXM last year.

Other agencies are doubling down on performance marketing — their heritage competency before
the consultancy threat. These firms, such as RAPP, Wunderman and iCrossing, have deep-seated
strengths in strategizing and executing advertising, search, social and other digital channel
programs at scale. They’re helping marketers deliver critical quarterly results, complemented by
nascent digital transformation capabilities.

The type of agency partner you seek — one prioritizing digital transformation or performance
marketing — should depend on your personal mandate as a marketing leader. Generally, the
strengths of your agency shortlist should map to Gartner’s guidance around the core attributes of a
successful CMO, including a focus on revenue accountability, customer centricity and branding.

As different as these two approaches may seem, three major trends are emerging across both:
innovation as a service, proactive creative development, and diversity and inclusion as a client
priority.

Innovation as a Service

Perhaps the most striking evolution over the past year is global agency acceleration of
methodologies and services to support client innovation initiatives. Agency structures around IaaS
offerings, strategy, pricing and staffing vary widely. Some agencies focus on the strategic elements
of innovation, immersing themselves in their clients’ business to birth new business models or lines
of revenue. This approach is typical among agencies spawned from traditional consulting services,
such as Deloitte Digital, and agencies that lead with innovation, such as R/GA. Other agencies, such
as AKQA and Huge, have innovation labs or centers of excellence (COEs) focused on more tactical
aspects of innovation, like CX, UX and analytics.

To deliver IaaS value, agencies leverage proprietary or enterprise work management systems to
staff projects and harness talent from across their global networks. Many deploy agile principles
such as two- to three-week sprints to develop proofs of concept and prototypes. Success requires
ongoing collaboration between agency and client teams. In this research, agencies with cautions
around account management, collaboration and responsiveness may struggle to adequately
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support IaaS initiatives. Some agencies are strong in strategy; others are strong in execution.
Marketing organizations with large innovation and transformation mandates should seek a solid
partner to deliver both.

Proactive Versus Reactive Innovation

Throughout our research process, we asked agencies whether the more transformative marketing
initiatives they presented to us were originated by the agency or by client-driven mandate. For
most, the answer was the latter. Given the investment level and business consequence of a large
agency partnership, seek out (and accept) proactive agency counsel. Identify agency candidates
willing to bring new ideas to the table to challenge assumptions, rather than serve as order takers
and keepers of the status quo. Agencies that force your team to think and execute differently bring
true business value, provided their ideas are grounded in data and insights; those that take few risks
do not. In evaluating potential agency partnerships, determine which candidates on your shortlist
are capable of broadening your definition of what’s possible.

Diversity and Inclusion

This year, we strengthened our focus on diversity, inclusion and purpose by quantifying these
attributes as part of each agency’s “Market Responsiveness” evaluation criteria. We asked agency
client references whether these attributes were important to their agency partner selection, and the
result was a resounding yes — respondents rated these attributes 4.3 on a 5-point scale. Ultimately,
an agency’s impact on its clients’ business correlates directly to the quality of its ideas. We believe
diverse agency teams contribute exponentially to that quality, ensuring a broader base of ideas and
enabling marketing teams to adapt and thrive in a world where consumers expect the values of their
preferred brands to reflect their own (see “Consumer Insight: U.S. Top Trends 2019 — Values
Backdrop”). As political and cultural polarization rise, diverse teams help mitigate brand risk by
improving marketing’s understanding of — and sensitivity to — audience complexities. If diversity
and inclusion are important to your organization’s ethos and success, take time to find an agency
partner that reflects your values.

Several additional trends emerged in this year’s agency evaluation, including:

■ Insourcing support: As marketers seek to build in-house capabilities, from content creation to
programmatic advertising, leading agencies are recognizing their own inherent value to support
the effort. For example, Accenture Interactive launched a programmatic services capability to
help marketers bring ad tech in house.

■ On-site staffing: Related to the in-housing trend, more clients are asking their agency partners
to embed staff on-site. An entrenched practice among consultancies, traditional agencies like
MRM//McCann, Ogilvy and Wunderman have significantly increased the amount of staff
working on-site at client locations.

■ Employee experience: While having a formalized CX practice is now standard at most
agencies, several agencies now include employee experience as part of their CX offering — a
first in this evaluation. An employee experience focus is long overdue, as data shows that

companies with highly engaged workforces are more profitable than their peers.
1
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■ The human touch: This year, several agencies mentioned client research and insights coming
not from big data, but from ethnographics and even genetics. Some noted the hiring of social
scientists and linguists, among other skill sets. This development may be a backlash against the
promises and frustrations of the big data boom, which has reached a level of maturity and
perhaps remains tempered by increasing privacy and transparency concerns.

The authors would like to recognize the research provided by Harshit Goel, Pawan Kumar, Tushar
Magan and Rahul Sharma. They also wish to recognize project management provided by Lauren
Abel and the writing support services of Barbara Sibley.
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“Principles of Effective Agency Management”

“How to Manage Your Marketing Agency Portfolio Effectively”

“Content Marketing Agencies — Finding the Right Partner”

“Breaking Down the Marketing Service Provider Landscape — From Agencies and Consultancies,
to Boutiques and Freelancers”

“How to Maximize the Value of Small and Midsize Marketing Agencies”

“Managing Agency Relationships to Drive Efficiencies in Creative Execution”

“Follow Four Steps to Find the Right Agency”

Evidence

1 “Employee Engagement on the Rise in the U.S.,” Gallup.

Evaluation Criteria Definitions

Ability to Execute

Product/Service: Core goods and services offered by the vendor for the defined
market. This includes current product/service capabilities, quality, feature sets, skills
and so on, whether offered natively or through OEM agreements/partnerships as
defined in the market definition and detailed in the subcriteria.

Overall Viability: Viability includes an assessment of the overall organization's financial
health, the financial and practical success of the business unit, and the likelihood that
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the individual business unit will continue investing in the product, will continue offering
the product and will advance the state of the art within the organization's portfolio of
products.

Sales Execution/Pricing: The vendor's capabilities in all presales activities and the
structure that supports them. This includes deal management, pricing and negotiation,
presales support, and the overall effectiveness of the sales channel.

Market Responsiveness/Record: Ability to respond, change direction, be flexible and
achieve competitive success as opportunities develop, competitors act, customer
needs evolve and market dynamics change. This criterion also considers the vendor's
history of responsiveness.

Marketing Execution: The clarity, quality, creativity and efficacy of programs designed
to deliver the organization's message to influence the market, promote the brand and
business, increase awareness of the products, and establish a positive identification
with the product/brand and organization in the minds of buyers. This "mind share" can
be driven by a combination of publicity, promotional initiatives, thought leadership,
word of mouth and sales activities.

Customer Experience: Relationships, products and services/programs that enable
clients to be successful with the products evaluated. Specifically, this includes the ways
customers receive technical support or account support. This can also include ancillary
tools, customer support programs (and the quality thereof), availability of user groups,
service-level agreements and so on.

Operations: The ability of the organization to meet its goals and commitments. Factors
include the quality of the organizational structure, including skills, experiences,
programs, systems and other vehicles that enable the organization to operate
effectively and efficiently on an ongoing basis.

Completeness of Vision

Market Understanding: Ability of the vendor to understand buyers' wants and needs
and to translate those into products and services. Vendors that show the highest
degree of vision listen to and understand buyers' wants and needs, and can shape or
enhance those with their added vision.

Marketing Strategy: A clear, differentiated set of messages consistently communicated
throughout the organization and externalized through the website, advertising,
customer programs and positioning statements.

Sales Strategy: The strategy for selling products that uses the appropriate network of
direct and indirect sales, marketing, service, and communication affiliates that extend
the scope and depth of market reach, skills, expertise, technologies, services and the
customer base.
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Offering (Product) Strategy: The vendor's approach to product development and
delivery that emphasizes differentiation, functionality, methodology and feature sets as
they map to current and future requirements.

Business Model: The soundness and logic of the vendor's underlying business
proposition.

Vertical/Industry Strategy: The vendor's strategy to direct resources, skills and
offerings to meet the specific needs of individual market segments, including vertical
markets.

Innovation: Direct, related, complementary and synergistic layouts of resources,
expertise or capital for investment, consolidation, defensive or pre-emptive purposes.

Geographic Strategy: The vendor's strategy to direct resources, skills and offerings to
meet the specific needs of geographies outside the "home" or native geography, either
directly or through partners, channels and subsidiaries as appropriate for that
geography and market.
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